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Introduction
IRONMAN® is excited to present the first sustainability report for the 2016 IRONMAN® Boulder
triathlon (henceforth referred to as “IMB”), the third annual IRONMAN Boulder event held in
Boulder, Colorado this year on August 7.
With a population of 103,000, Boulder welcomes roughly 1,500 professional and amateur
athletes as well as many supportive fans. IRONMAN believes that the full scope of the event,
from setup to breakdown, requires comprehensive planning to successfully manage the race’s
diverse environmental, social and economic impacts. By assessing the entire event execution,
IRONMAN is working to demonstrate its organizational commitment to sustainable operations
and support for the growing number of sustainable sporting events.
Since the inaugural IMB race, IRONMAN has strived to evaluate and improve upon the event’s
impact on the environment as well as local communities. To reinforce this agenda, IRONMAN
decided to pursue a third-party certification from the Council for Responsible Sport, and
coordinated with Waste Management (WM) to complete the certification. As part of this
endeavor, WM helped IRONMAN write a 2016 plan that covered all environmental impacts
including procurement, waste, water, energy, and transportation, as well as social impacts such
as charitable donations, stakeholder engagement and food donation. IRONMAN understands
that it has an obligation to its fans and the environment to produce events with a responsible
footprint.
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Environmental
Impacts
We always strive to reduce our event’s negative environmental externalities and IRONMAN
is proud to stand out among the most environmentally conscious triathlons. The planning of
IRONMAN Boulder involved a thoughtful commitment to prioritize waste diversion, material
reuse, water conservation and restoration, energy efficiency and carbon offset management as
part of the event’s program.

Material Management
and Waste Diversion
IRONMAN started tracking IMB’s waste
diversion in 2014, working with a local waste
hauler to capture compost and recycling for
the race. That year, IMB diverted 78% of all
waste from the event. Data was collected from
the local hauler after the event breakdown
concluded.
The 2015 race experienced some diversion
challenges, but with a new donation
tracking plan, achieved a 73% diversion
rate. IRONMAN found that landfill numbers
increased significantly in public areas and
decreased in recycling and composting.
These issues partially resulted from the
large number of spectators that bring nondivertible waste on to the course. Conversely,
the running aid stations, where IRONMAN
possessed more control, improved upon
their specific diversion rate, going from 77%
to 80% this year. Additionally, IRONMAN
finalized the first IMB Waste Diversion
Plan for the Council for Responsible Sport
certification. It outlined container plans for
the expo, supply depots, transition areas, and
the finish line, each section included both a
management and hauling schedule.

To bolster these diversion efforts and tackle
hard-to-manage
materials,
IRONMAN
communicated with athletes throughout the
year about collecting bike inner tubes at IMB.
This is a difficult item to recycle once a tire
breaks, but IRONMAN collects and sends
the bike tubes to TerraCycle for processing.
This service is not offered by many events,
and the year-round communication ensures
athletes know about this initiative, thereby
avoiding generating landfill waste. In 2016,
IMB collected 54 bike tubes, which totaled 14
pounds along with 26 bike tires that added
another 15.8 pounds.
IRONMAN is excited about the material
management developments this year and
has a new goal achieving 80% division at IMB
in 2017.

41% 27%
9%

23%

landfill
recycling
compost
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reduce and reuse
Across races, IRONMAN prioritizes material and equipment reuse to avoid landfill waste. IMB
utilized fencing, flags, finish line materials, tents, signs, inflatable arches and the IRONMAN
Village truss from previous IRONMAN events. Furthermore, IMB collected 64 carbon dioxide
canisters from event activities to ensure they were reused instead of ending up in the landfill
waste stream. Lastly, over 5,621 pounds of unused, perishable food and 9,022 pounds of
bottled water was donated to Community Food Share in Louisville, Colorado.

Procurement
To support IMB’s diversion programs, all vendors received a 2016 IRONMAN Boulder
Procurement Policy with Vendor Guidelines for Acceptable Materials, Sustainable Printing
Policy, Sustainable Awards Policy and Sustainable Giveaways Guidance. As part of the Vendor
Guidelines of Acceptable Materials, vendors were asked to sign a participation agreement, in
which the they agreed to only use materials at IMB that are locally recyclable, compostable or
reusable. Compostable materials accepted by the local facility met Biodegradable Products
Institute requirements.
IRONMAN generally continued procurement practices from last year, but tightened up on
compliance with IMB vendors to ensure that any product or packaging that contained food or
drink was compostable. Prepackaged recyclable items like plastic bottles and aluminum cans
were the only exception. IRONMAN worked with vendors throughout the event to evaluate
adherence to the guidelines and address any issues.
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Vendor Giveaways
IRONMAN does not want to promote a race’s environmental efforts only to have attendees
find wasteful items around the course. It is essential that sponsors and vendors prioritize using
promotional items that endorse positive sustainable messaging, whether it is giveaways that
provide health education or merchandise that is recyclable or compostable. The Sustainable
Giveaways Guidelines in the 2016 IRONMAN Boulder Procurement Policy assisted vendors
in selecting promotional items. These Guidelines asked all stakeholders to only purchase
sustainably produced items for IMB, more specifically, products that were locally made,
handcrafted, made from recycled content, made from reclaimed or repurposed materials,
as well as items those that have a third-party environmental certification including Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) certified wood.

printing
In 2016, IMB tracked printing for the first time in order to evaluate and eventually reduce paper
consumption where possible. Professionally printed materials included all documents related
to the check-in process: athlete waivers, athlete and spectator guides, race bibs, parking passes
and manuals. The IMB event generated 18,660 printed items, 20.3% of which were both FSC
and Sustainable Forrest Initiative (SFI) certified. Another 20% was FSC and Rainforest Alliance
certified, 10.8% was SFI certified only, and 10.6% were FSC certified and Green Seal certified
as well as made from 30% recycled content.
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water
Water is a concern for all IRONMAN events, so IMB strived to improve water conservation on
the course and executed a new off-site effort. IRONMAN measured water usage from facilities
and purchased water for the first time as well. IMB purchased 1,128,320 ounces of water for
the event, which equates to 8,815 gallons. Furthermore, approximately 2,600 gallons were
used for the swim spa and hot tub booths in the IMB Expo. Equipment was filled with potable
water, and all chlorine and sanitizers were neutralized prior to emptying. Using an average
office employee consumption estimate of 13 gallons per day from the ENERGY STAR Portfolio
Manager, IRONMAN also estimated consumption of 3,510 gallons from the 270 IMB staff that
worked out of local schools, bringing IMB’s total footprint estimate to 14,925 gallons of water.

On the race course, IMB stands out compared to other IRONMAN events with its
choice to eliminate the use of sponges for athletes on the event course stops and
aid stations. All on-course water was consumed by humans instead of running off
on to the ground. A standard IRONMAN event uses roughly 20,000 sponges, but
IRONMAN reduced this waste stream by eliminating it from IMB’s on-course offerings.
In addition to reducing the sponge waste, this also eliminates an average of 40 gallons
of water per aid station required to fill up sponges for athletes. This practice effectively
decreased IMB’s water consumption and water runoff by over 400 gallons.

IRONMAN also wanted to have a significant
impact outside of the course since not all IMB
water consumption can be mitigated. For the
first time in any IRONMAN race, IRONMAN
purchased Water Restoration Certificates from
Bonneville Environmental Foundation (BEF)
to restore 50,000 gallons to the Colorado
River Basin, tripling all water usage at the IMB
event. IRONMAN additionally promoted this
effort with IMB’s water conservation awareness
campaign that compels IRONMAN athletes
and fans to better understand, as well as
contribute, to this cause.
For attendee and fan education, IMB
coordinated with BEF to promote general and
Colorado-specific water related issues. IMB
posted on social media about embedded
water and solutions, also providing information
to athletes in their race bags. Furthermore,
IRONMAN provided free booth space to the
Colorado Water Trust to promote local water
concerns.
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Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
At IMB, energy is tracked for event shuttle busses, IMB staff vehicles, rental equipment, and oncourse generators. Additional energy inputs that could not be tracked include electricity and
trucks used for hauling waste. To track this impact for the first time, shuttle bus and staff vehicle
fuel consumption was calculated based on fuel price and totaled 681.8 gallons of gasoline.
Rental equipment data, provided by the rental agencies, included 48 gallons of gasoline and
94 gallons of diesel. Finally, the rented generators consumed 84.4 gallons of diesel.
The transportation greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions total reached 6.9 metric tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e), while GHG emissions from stationary sources were 2.3 MtCO2e,
for a total of 9.2 MtCO2e. IMB worked with the Colorado Carbon Fund to offset all GHG
emissions from IMB operations, buying a total of 10 MTCO2e through offset projects. On site,
IM also offered a free booth space to the Colorado Carbon Fund to educate attendees about
GHG footprinting and offsets.
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Transportation
IMB’s transportation fuel consumption included diesel and gasoline, two conventional, nonrenewable fossil fuels with relatively high GHG emissions. IRONMAN also improved on
procurement strategies to reduce the travel for ice. Instead of hiring a service to deliver ice to
over 15 locations around the county and city, IRONMAN distributed ice in vehicles that were
already driving to these sites. Ice came to IMB’s warehouse where it was loaded directly onto
the trucks in the morning to reduce travel by over 500 miles.
As a way to further reduce driving on race day, IRONMAN provided a free shuttle service to and
from its major venues. IRONMAN shuttled close to 10,000 people between locations, reducing
3,000 vehicle trips in each direction. This shuttle service was free to athletes, volunteers and
spectators. Only American with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessible buses were used so any fan
could visit each location. To promote biking, IRONMAN also provided an event bike valet run
by volunteers.
To ensure a positive transportation impact on the community, IMB continued coordinating with
B-cycle. All IMB athletes received free 30-minute credits for public bikes at B-cycle’s kiosks, and
a total of 118 trips were utilized throughout the race week.
IMB continues to work to strengthen these efforts even into areas beyond their control by
evaluating athlete travel through surveys. Collected during and after the event, these surveys
found that 0.4% of athletes took a taxi to the race, 28.9% of the athletes flew to the race, 68.1%
of the athletes drove to the race, and 2.6% of the athletes took another form of transportation.

social benefits
Social benefits from IMB come in the form of local charitable donations, community stakeholder
engagement, as well as involving youth and differently-abled individuals as much as possible.
Active participation from athletes, volunteers, vendors and community stakeholders fuels the
success of IMB’s sustainability programs. IRONMAN engages these groups through surveys,
correspondence and meetings to incorporate everyone’s perspective into the planning process.
It is essential for any comprehensive sustainable event program to highlight and support the
various stakeholders involved in every portion of the race.
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Charitable Donations
In 2015,The IRONMAN Foundation (IMF) provided more than $1.5 million to support IRONMAN
race communities across North America, and in 2016, this number is projected to reach $1.6
million. Since the beginning of IMB, IMF has provided $470,000 in grant funding to Colorado
organizations. The 2016 IMB race in particular, generated over $96,000 for charity through IMF
donations to Paradox Sports, dozens of deserving organizations in the Boulder region, and
even more through the “Your Journey, Your Cause” initiative. IRONMAN strives for these efforts
to fund local community improvements to leave permanent, constructive societal impacts.
IMF presented Paradox Sports with a $10,000 Community Grant for a second straight year to
support their mission in creating adaptive outdoor adventures, such as rock, ice, and mountain
climbing for individuals with physical disabilities. Paradox Sports provides opportunities for
individuals to achieve things they never thought possible. IRONMAN representatives often
say, “Anything is Possible™,” and the countless differently-abled athletes who have crossed
IRONMAN finish lines have not let their disability slow them down from accomplishing
spectacular goals. IRONMAN appreciates how Paradox Sports inspires people to challenge
themselves in order to gain confidence and face any obstacle. Last year, Paradox Sports was
able to serve 40 differently-abled veterans, civilians, and youth, and this grant funding will
enable another 40 individuals to take part in Paradox Sports programs. In addition to this
particular grant, IRONMAN provided another $60,000 in grant funding to dozens of other
Boulder organizations. Fans can gain more insight on several organizations that The IMF has
supported online.
IRONMAN has also encouraged individuals to fundraise on their own for any charity to go
beyond the IMF’s IMB donation, compelling athletes and individuals to utilize IRONMAN’s
platform to raise money and expand IMB’s legacy. The “Your Journey, Your Cause” initiative
is the channel through which IRONMAN emboldens athletes to fundraise for a cause that is
near-and-dear to their hearts. Through the Crowdrise partner platform, athletes are able to
construct a custom fundraising page. The Your Journey, Your Cause Page indicates that IMB
exceeded its goal to raise over $15,000, and the total reached $26,449.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
To support local sustainable food and lodging, IM published a list of Boulder restaurants with healthy
food options and sustainable hotels. IMB engaged and educated athletes through documents in
their athlete bags as well as in-person briefings. All athletes were informed about how they could
support the event’s environmental programs through proper waste diversion and water conservation.
Furthermore, for the first time, questions on the athlete survey sought to solicit feedback on IMB’s
various sustainability initiatives. IMB’s athlete survey generated 255 responses and found that:
• Approximately 50% of athletes were aware that IMB worked with vendors to only use
recyclable and compostable materials at the race.
• Approximately 45% knew about the event’s diversion rate goal.
• Approximately 40% knew about the collection of inner bike tubes for recycling.
• Approximately 40% knew that the race provided local and sustainably-sourced food
at the event.
• Approximately 35% knew about The IMF’s donations to local legacy projects.
When asked which of IMB’s sustainability initiatives is most important, athletes ranked donating
leftover food from the event as first (51.8%), striving for 75% diversion as second (45.1%), providing
local and sustainably-sourced food as third (41.2%), and working with vendors to only use divertible
materials as fourth (40.7%).
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Volunteers:
IRONMAN’s general hiring policy prioritizes thoughtful access and equity at all events. To
support this agenda, IRONMAN included the following language in IMB’s volunteer training
and the volunteer management in-person training:
“IRONMAN Boulder is continuously striving to be more environmentally friendly, and responsible
with the way we treat people from all walks of life. In 2016, IRONMAN Boulder is striving for
a level of certification with the Council for Responsible Sport. These efforts include our waste
reduction, equitable and fair sourcing of supplies, and the consistent and kind treatment of
people of all walks in life. With your help, we can show why Boulder is such a friendly race and
that being careful with the resources we have is all of our responsibility.”
In addition to the manager training that emphasized this position, volunteers received a
training packet before the event to give every volunteer enough time to review the materials.
Volunteers collected a free IM hat and volunteer shirt for their shift as well.

Community Stakeholders:
IRONMAN continued to promote positive local community interactions. Race organizers talked
with surrounding communities about the event, reached out to residents with direct mail and
through community social media outlets, and provided signage along the course leading up
to the event. IRONMAN wanted to determine local pressure points and relieve them to ensure
a safe and inclusive race, IMB maintains an annual Safety and Security Plan, outlined in the IMB
Staff Manual. IRONMAN developed this plan in conjunction with local law enforcement and
medical professionals.

Youth Involvement:
Youth engagement in the IRONKIDS® program is an essential aspect of IMB’s social benefits.
IRONKIDS involves children (and their parents) across several IRONMAN events. This year,
children ages 3-15 participated in the UnitedHealthcare IRONKIDS Boulder Fun Run on the
Friday of IMB weekend, and IRONMAN promoted this non-competitive, non-timed opportunity
online and through social media. Each IRONKIDS athlete who participated in the one or halfmile Fun Run also received a race bib, finisher shirt, medal, and goodie bag.
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Differently-Abled Individuals:
IRONMAN works hard to mitigate any obstacles for differently-abled and disabled individuals
to participate in all IMB activities. IMB offers races for differently-abled athletes where they
get different starting positions specific to their group. IMB and IRONMAN events around the
globe provide a unique opportunity for people with different types of physical challenges to
become an IRONMAN. Amputees, visually impaired, hearing impaired, and other differentlyabled athletes can either join their standard age group starting groups or IRONMAN arranges
a more controlled and isolated starting location. In addition, IRONMAN has opened up this
category to the team of people who support these athletes. In the transition area and along
the course, an athlete in the Physically Challenged division can assign handlers, helpers and
guides to help them along or join them along the journey to become an IRONMAN.
The IMB site is ADA approved, and seating was provided for people with disabilities. IRONMAN
offered ADA accessible transportation at no cost to the spectator or athlete to gain access to
our swim venue and to return to our run venue. In addition, IRONMAN provided all people
with special assistance the chance to attend, making the necessary accommodations for
special requests with IMB staff. IRONMAN is proud to provide opportunities for any fan to
watch athletes of all ability levels pursuing the dream to become an Ironman. These amazing
athletes truly represent IRONMAN’s company philosophy of “Anything is Possible™.”
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Economic Impacts
Although IRONMAN only conducted a scaled-down economic impact evaluations for 2016
IMB race, WM was able to project an estimate based on 2016 participant totals as well as
data from 2015 and 2014 studies. In previous years, economic benefits were assessed through
a more detailed athlete survey that tracked visitor spending, pre-race visits, accommodation
expenditures and length of stay based on lodging type. Extrapolating 2015 data results on
2016 participant totals revealed that the 2016 IMB race generated over $3.9 million in direct
spending for the local communities.

Third Party Event
Certification
For the 2016 race, IRONMAN pursued a third-party sustainability certification to validate and
elevate IMB’s economic, social and environmental efforts. IRONMAN is proud to announce
that IMB received an Evergreen Certification from the Council for Responsible Sport, and is
the first IRONMAN event to earn this designation. WM’s Sustainability Services team helped
IRONMAN complete this two-year certification with new carbon, energy, water and waste data
tracking efforts as well as further developing a variety of existing initiatives. WM compiled
documentation about IMB’s site selection, purchasing, resource management, transportation,
food, accessibility, community legacy and innovations. To learn more about the Council for
Responsible Sport, visit www.councilforresponsiblesport.org.
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Conclusion
IRONMAN is proud to share IMB’s sustainability successes and any areas for improvement.
Sustainability is a journey and all events must continuously improve across environmental,
social and economic impacts. Stakeholder engagement and transparent reporting remain
overarching goals that drive our success, so this report represents an exciting step forward for
our organization. IRONMAN hopes to continue developing the discussed IMB programs for
waste diversion, water tracking and conservation, energy data collection and efficiency, as well
emissions management to continue to make improvements in 2017 and beyond.

Contacts
The table below lists contact information for those responsible for specific data and information for the 2016 IRONMAN Boulder.
DATA CATEGORY

CONTACT

PHONE

EMAIL

Fuel/Water/Waste Data

IRONMAN

Dave Christen

719-238-2358

dave.christen@ironman.com

Catering Inventory

Front Range Catering

Jessica Mann

303-449-1981

jessica@frontrangecatering.com

CCM Graphics

Dean Whaley

813-319-3300

dwhaley@ccm.graphics

Output Services

Jennifer Simpson

Mail Louisville

Kim Loyless

502-266-0109

data@maillouisville.com

WM

Lee Spivak

323-388-7673

lspivak@wm.com

IRONMAN

Dave Christen

719-238-2358

dave.christen@ironman.com

IRONMAN

Ruthie Gelber

813-868-3599

ruthie.gelber@ironman.com

Council

Shelley Villalobos

530-570-2526

shelley@councilforresponsiblesport.org

WM

Lee Spivak

323-388-7673

lspivak@wm.com

WM

Michele Grossman

510-847-6159

mgrossm1@wm.com

Printing Inventory

Council for Responsible
Sport Certification

Sustainability Reporting
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ORGANIZATION

jennifer.simpson@outputservices.com
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